Community Survey Details

Introduction
The survey was developed using an internet based application and consisted of ten questions,
Invitations to complete the survey were circulated via the Neighbourhood Watch Coordinator who has
the most complete mailing list for the village. Three opportunities were provided for the survey to be
completed, the initial circulation followed by two reminders. Paper copies were also made available in
the village shop. Details of the survey were also published in the July/August and September issues of
the Village Life magazine. Due to size constraints the survey was performed in two batches.
The plan was initially intended to be a Community Led Plan, but this was altered to a Neighbourhood
Plan as a result of changed legislation provided by the Housing and Planning Act 2016 which gave
more legal weight to an adopted Neighbourhood plan in the planning process.
This document contains a copy of the questions and detail of the answers from the two batches.

Community Survey Questions
(In the format presented to residents)

Thank you for participating in the survey. There are 10 questions so it should not take too much of your time. Please complete all sections,
your views on the future of our village are most important and very valuable. The responses to the survey are
anonymous
If you require further information about the survey please contact a member of the Parish Council.

Thorndon Parish will strive to celebrate its proud heritage whilst keeping the village a thriving rural community in a living, working
countryside which is dependent on retaining our local services and community facilities such as schools, local shops, public houses and
places of worship. Affordable and accessible rural housing is essential to ensure viable use of these local facilities. We will welcome
appropriate housing development to ensure that our community continues to thrive.

Agree
Not Sure
Disagree
Please explain your answer if you feel you wish to provide more information

Thorndon will be subject to further growth over the next 20 years as the District Council is required to oversee the provision of new
homes across the district. As Thorndon is designated a Secondary village any development should be limited to ‘appropriate residential
infill and development for local needs only’.
The need for new homes is the result of a housing shortage at the national level due to the rise in single occupancy households, longer
life expectancy, the take up of second homes, immigration and investment properties in the buy to let market. The consequence of a
housing market that hasn’t reacted to these issues has led to rapidly increasing housing prices, insufficient affordable housing for
people who cannot afford the 7.5 average house price to average salary ratio(**), increased skills shortages as potential employees
move away, over-crowded houses as young people live with their parents for longer, homes that do not meet peoples needs , greater
social inequality and exclusion leading to demographically and socially less well balanced and unsustainable communities. In addition
the population of Suffolk is aging and by 2030 30% of Babergh and Mid –Suffolk’s residents will be aged over 65. This older population
will have different housing needs to a younger population preparations need to be made to meet this expected demand.
**Data from Income Tax Calculator and Land Registry

Flats/Apartments

Too many

Need more

About right

Bungalows
Medium Houses
(3-4 bed)
Large Houses
(5+ bed)
Property
available to rent
Property
available to
Purchase
Affordable
housing
Please explain your answer if you feel you wish to provide more information

yes
In the village
Elsewhere

no

Yes
Are you supportive of a high rate of new housing & businesses to support the development of a few additional services and keep
existing services viable?
Please add any additional comments regarding this question

Are you supportive of a modest rate of new housing & businesses to support the development of numerous additional services and
keep existing services viable?
Please add any additional comments regarding this question

Are you supportive of a low rate (in-fill) of new housing & businesses to support the development of a few additional services and
keep existing services viable?
Please add any additional comments regarding this question

Are you supportive of small estate style developments behind existing properties
Please add any additional comments regarding this question

Are you supportive of large estate style developments (use of green fields)
Please add any additional comments regarding this question

Are you supportive of new developments with its own road frontage
Please add any additional comments regarding this question

No

Yes
Do you think that new
development should follow
any particular architecture or
style?
Should development follow
the traditional styles,
materials, colours etc?
Should we encourage new
styles that recognise that it
the 21st century?
Should we encourage
something in-between to
provide a blend of new and
old styles?
Please list examples of design features which you feel are important (e.g. red brick, slate roof, render etc.)

No

Very Good
Environment (countryside, cleanliness, pollution, watercourses,
Ditches)
Please add any further comments you wish to make on this topic

Education
Please add any further comments you wish to make on this topic

Transportation (e.g. bus services, foot paths)
Please add any further comments you wish to make on this topic

Roads and traffic
Please add any further comments you wish to make on this topic

Medical, dental and care services
Please add any further comments you wish to make on this topic

Business (e.g. tourism, agriculture, working from home, etc.)
Please add any further comments you wish to make on this topic

Facilities (e.g. community venues, shops, sports/leisure, places to
eat/drink)
Please add any further comments you wish to make on this topic

Societies and local organisations
Please add any further comments you wish to make on this topic

Good

Average

Poor

Very poor

Yes

No

Parking is a known issue in
the village especially on The
Street. To alleviate this
would you be supportive of
parking controls such as
double yellow lines/waiting
restrictions?
Should the
community consider providing
more parking spaces
If you answered ‘Yes’ to the last question, how may spaces and where should they be?

As a reminder the responses to this survey are anonymous, however, we would like to understand a little more about you and your
household to be able to gauge the future requirements of the village

1

2

3

4

Cycle

Bus

Car

5

Age 0-16
Age 16-21
Age 21-46
Age 46-66
Over 66
Age of the person answering the questions?

Walk
Travel to work
Travel to study
Other (please specify)

Train

Yes

If you answered ‘No’ please detail your reason

No

Community Survey Results
Batch 1

Thorndon Parish will strive to celebrate its proud heritage whilst keeping the village a thriving rural
community in a living, working countryside which is dependent on retaining our local services and
community facilities such as schools, local shops, public houses and places of worship. Affordable
and accessible rural housing is essential to ensure viable use of these local facilities. We will welcome appropriate housing development to ensure that our community continues to thrive.

1

This type of development however would need to be proportionate size and style that was fitting to existing housing in
village and not highly concentrated / estate.
9/29/2016 9:28 PM #
However, I feel that allowing development outside the 'village envelope' is the thin end of the wedge, and could open the
floodgates to large scale building, which would destroy the character of the village.
9/29/2016 10:08 AM #
Infrastructure and services need o be taken into account
9/28/2016 9:40 PM #
over development causes problems unless a good infrastructure is in place and I believe all local primary schools are already full.
9/28/2016 9:32 PM #
This statement should consider recent housing development which, for the size of the village, has been significant. Future
development needs to allow for the size of the school which currently is running close to capacity and also take into account the size of roads which are single lane and volume of traffic to ensure the safety of the members of our community is
not compromised.

Affordable housing is the priority
9/18/2016 7:30 PM #
My only concern is of anymore houses , apart from the ones we know about will be built on the kerrison? It does not matter
if they are sold off or kept by the Kerrison trust. Most of the houses there are are not up to a livable standard espesially
every winter . Also the work that is carried out on any of the houses is onlt done if someone moves out . Wen a people
move out of a property it gets all done up nicely , the rent is put up and people move in then if anything goes wrong they
are ignored . In my circumstance i have and i am treated apallingly . I have lived here over 10 years , i was in one property
for 5 years . Then i had to movbe so the flats could be knocked down so some new houses could be built next to the one i
woz living in . This woz supose to be tempory until the new ajoining house were built. Even tho i woz supose to be going
back there i had to scrub the house as tho i woz leaving it and knowing the workman would be useing it. The property i
woz put in woz unclean and had not been decorated and in a poor state. When the houses had been built i woz told i could
move back but the rent had gone up from five hundred pound to six hundred and fifty pounds of which i coud not afford so
i could not go back . i now know i woz informed wrongly and i could have gone back at the same rent of five hundred . the
house i have had to stay in woz less money because of the state it woz in. The rent has been put up and the house i still in
has had nothing done to it to put it up to i feel a liverble state . I have inadiquate heating for the size of the house and so do
many other familys on the Kerrison. I feel ignored as i tell them i need some thing done and it is never done for years . I
have a massive hole at the back of my kitchen sink which i woz told would be done last december and i am still waiting
while watching an empty house put up to standard so they can rent it out . I woz to paint my house even tho it had not been
painted wen i moved in and i would be reimbursed with the money for the paint afterwoods. I have been living in this property for over five years and every winter i freeze . I have mental health issues of what i am trying to deal with but cannot
because i am ignored and cold so most winter i cannot get out of bed because of my deppression and paranioa's . I have 1
old storage heater in my lounge which is supose to heat the whole lounge ,kitchen , 2 big hall ways downstairs, the big hall
going up the stairs and the hall at the top of the stairs . I have a serving hatch with no doors from my lounge to my kitchen
with no doors and no door on my kitchen to the massive hall and stairs . So if i do put my one and only expensive old storage heater on there is no point as it goes straight out and also i cannot shut my front room door as it re opens itself .I have a
box thing comming from my upstairs hall ceiling which decides to put out cold air when ever it feels like it . Which seems
to be more in winter? I tried to turn it off at the electric switches and it turned off all my upstairs electricity. Lacey scott
and knight know of this but have not mentioned it anbd i am worried as winter is on its way. my window frames have been
painted over which i have been told by a friend should not be done as that stops the double glazing working. Over the last 5
and more years i have slowly been removing the paint as it woz dirty and i could not clean them properly . Even though i
have day to day difficulties i have still managed to do more to this property to put up to a better standerd than lacey scott
and knight as they hve done nothing . Also my fire alarm woz painted over before i moved in and has never worked of
which Lacy scott and knight have been told and have know for years. So i am concerned that my living conditions will stay
the same .
9/18/2016 1:44 PM #
The keyword is 'appropriate' and not affecting existing residents of the village.
9/12/2016 1:20 PM #
We consider appropriate to be small scale, not of a volume that would change the character of the village.
9/10/2016 12:25 PM #
Depends on where and how many houses are suggested
9/10/2016 10:53 AM #
There is a need for more affordable housing, and the infrastructure to support further development
9/9/2016 4:57 PM #
I do not agree with the sentences including ''affordable and accessible' housing and 'welcoming appropriate housing developmnent'. And not at the expense of widening the village building envelope, which has occurred recently. Additional building should be confined to appropriate 'in-fill'. Infrastructure is not sufficient for additional population.
9/8/2016 6:30 PM #
Would change affordable to mixed reflecting the need for both affordable and commercial housing developments
9/8/2016 9:20 AM #
Yes, inward investment and increased population will enable the development of a thriving village and this can be supported by APPROPRIATE housing building. This meaing a mix of sizes varying from 1 bed appartments to larger properties;
allowing young/local/1st time buyers to participate in house purchase or rental at affordable cost. Development must enable diversity of age and social background. The community would not benefit from more large houses owned by

wealthy, late-middle aged and retired people. Development must continue to be of a ribbon type, not infill,behind existing
properties nor from 'garden sell-off speculators', dense type development is not welcome and not conducive to relaxed
counry life style and wellbeing.
9/8/2016 8:57 AM #
young couples have to move away from the village as the houses in the village are too big and expensive
9/8/2016 8:38 AM #
If we get much bigger, we won't be rural..
9/7/2016 8:44 PM #
Not just a few more developments like we currently get - large expensive unachievable for younger people or lower incomes - need large developments including plenty of shared ownership available to existing local residents
9/7/2016 9:32 AM #
More affordable houses need to be built I.e shared ownership & housing association
9/7/2016 9:30 AM #
Agree, providing it is within the Village boundary.
9/6/2016 10:20 PM #
The size of the development is an issue. The village should retain its uniqueness and not become overcrowded.
9/6/2016 8:45 PM #
Thorndon is a thriving village but we need accomadation for young famillies or it will become a village of 'old foggies'
9/6/2016 7:45 PM #
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Disproportionate number of large house to smaller accommodation that would be more affordable to younger purchasers
and more suited to aging population.
9/29/2016 9:35 PM #
Not sure enough of the housing make-up to be able to comment.
9/29/2016 10:18 AM #
There is space within the village to develop SMALL HOUSES and BUNGALOWS without dramatically extending the
boundaries. Serious concerns are safe transit for pedestrians (especially children) the elderly and mobile scooters in The
Street and High Street, the need is NOW not "if" any additional dwellings are permitted.
9/29/2016 10:08 AM #
Housing for young married couples availability is too low
9/28/2016 9:44 PM #
We feel there is a good selection of housing to suit single people, couples, families and our older residents. We feel if this
balance is altered too drastically, the demographic would change and would negatively impact our community. Any development would need to contain a range of housing in keeping with the current styles of home.
9/25/2016 9:30 AM #
not aware of any flats/apartments in the village.. We are not averse to infill or small developments but not mass housing as
the roads and amenities will not support it.
9/22/2016 2:50 PM #
Need more for first time buyers
9/18/2016 7:32 PM #
I don't see why a lovely rural village should have to change because of these issues which may or may not arise.
9/18/2016 2:56 PM #
I live in the countryside for a reason , if i wanted more housing around i would move to a town or city.
9/18/2016 1:48 PM #
To attract young families to the village there needs to be smaller cheaper houses than the very large ones that have been
built over the years. Also bungalows are needed for older residents.
9/9/2016 5:02 PM #
Thorndon has become too expensive for the average family. Therefore i feel its really important to ensure the plan reflects
the need to encourage families by more affordable and smaller homes.
9/8/2016 9:57 PM #
see question 1
9/8/2016 9:02 AM #
There are lots of big family houses that are too expensive for local families to buy
9/7/2016 9:33 AM #
We have an parish council who wants nothing to change
9/7/2016 9:33 AM #
Affordable housing should be for first time buyers. Not for Landlords who buy to rent.
9/6/2016 10:27 PM #

3

4

No
9/29/2016 9:58 PM #
Thorndon should maintain it's current atmosphere and spirit without encouraging "estate" type spread and "industrial site"
type spread.
9/29/2016 10:19 AM #
As mentioned before, the infrastructure of the village cannot cope with a high volume of new users i.e. roads, school,
lack of footpaths, resident/school run parking.
9/25/2016 9:47 AM #
Roads too narrow for more traffic on a larger scale
9/18/2016 8:21 PM #
No
9/18/2016 5:51 PM #
The school has way too many kids already and the education of the kids is suffering, more kids in these properties is not
an option
9/18/2016 2:56 PM #

If every village built just a few smaller houses to accommodate local people it would be very helpful
9/9/2016 5:11 PM #
Not required for secondary village
9/8/2016 9:26 AM #
What is high rate?, this is a leading question which could cause an emotive answer
9/8/2016 9:26 AM #
We do not have the infrastructure to sustain large development.

Very modest
9/28/2016 9:47 PM #
As mentioned before, the infrastructure of the village cannot cope with a high volume of new users i.e. roads, school, lack
of footpaths, resident/school run parking.
9/25/2016 9:47 AM #
There are already several planning applications approved, so more will now be built. All large properties & some on green
field
9/18/2016 8:21 PM #
No
9/18/2016 5:51 PM #
But only if carefully managed so we don't get housing outside the current village boundary
9/8/2016 9:26 AM #
What is modest? Where, what would be intended. THe issue is that the local community need the authority and control
(through the Parish and District Council) to make object decisions on each development based on pre-agreed critieria.
9/8/2016 9:26 AM #
High, modest and low are too subjective, there needs to be planned and sustainable development to meet current and future
needs. Physical and social Infrastructure also must be in place.
9/6/2016 9:38 PM #

Continued infill is limited within existing settlement boundary. There has already been significant infill of The street,
Thwaite Road and High Street.
9/29/2016 9:58 PM #
Consideration needs to be given to the young families
9/28/2016 9:47 PM #
As mentioned before, the infrastructure of the village cannot cope with a high volume of new users i.e. roads, school, lack
of footpaths, resident/school run parking.
9/25/2016 9:47 AM #
We need to keep our green field & use unproductive & waste ground
9/18/2016 8:21 PM #
Absolutely not. People are selling off in-fills to make a quick buck. There is no regard for the preservation of the rural village. I live in a listed house which you cannot alter. The village is much older than my house and I would like to see the
surrounding area in keeping with the properties with in it.
9/18/2016 2:56 PM #
Development sensitive to a village environment.
9/12/2016 1:26 PM #
I am in favour of this but it seems that planning permission is being given for houses to be built outside the village envelope
9/9/2016 5:11 PM #
Infill makes the village feel cramped and is unecessary.
9/8/2016 9:59 PM #
Where vacant plot
9/8/2016 9:26 AM #
Definitely not, Infill is not compatable with open countryside/rural village. It encourages speculation for profit, inappropiate architecture, neighbour disputes, conflicts and stress and reduction in good life-style and welfare.
9/8/2016 9:26 AM #

No
9/29/2016 9:58 PM #
Developments should be tastefully integrated into the village we feel
9/28/2016 9:47 PM #
Again our narrow lanes cannot manage all this traffic / heavy plant
9/18/2016 8:21 PM #
People come to villages like Thorndon because it is rural with views, peace and quiet. If you want to overlook other properties then choose a town
9/18/2016 2:56 PM #
Estates not appropriate for village
9/8/2016 9:26 AM #
Definitely not. Existing redidents have invested in their houses and gardens, in many cases based of the beautiful views and
connection to the countryside. these developements should be at the edges of the village. The lack of existing infrastructure; mains drainage, life-expired telecommunication system, and gas supply would place unacceptable burden on existing
properties and owners and environment. You have omitted a question! Yes i would be supportive if they were on the edge
of the village. Conditional issues should as enforced speed restrictions, increased school capacity etc.
9/8/2016 9:26 AM #
Perhaps if it was planned. Landowners potentially big winners here if currently agricultural land has a change to land with
planning permission for housing.
9/6/2016 9:38 PM #
2-5 HOUSES
9/6/2016 8:21 PM #
there must be land available without building behind existing properties

No
9/29/2016 9:58 PM #
The village community would be ruined by such developments and it is most unlikely the infrastructure would be expanded
to support it
9/28/2016 9:47 PM #
definitely not using green fields

Against all greenfield building. Our scholl cannot take in from large estates already full
9/18/2016 8:21 PM #
No
9/18/2016 5:51 PM #
Oh heavens forbid.
9/18/2016 2:56 PM #
The school couldnt cope with a large estate.
9/8/2016 9:59 PM #
Estates not appropriate for village
9/8/2016 9:26 AM #
On condition that the development is approved as a system; taking account of school placement demand, medical care,
social care, infrastructure, transport (including junction interface with A140), environmental, telecomunicatons issues
etc.....
9/8/2016 9:26 AM #
Where would these dwellers Work?
9/6/2016 10:39 PM #
Probably not, though the full development of the Kerrison site would probably be considered a large estate.

And limited revision of settlement boundary
9/29/2016 9:58 PM #
Thorndon has these already planned or approved.
9/29/2016 10:19 AM #
I would be devastated if new housing was built behind our home as we have fabulous views of our local countryside, which
we use everyday for walking our dogs and is so very accessible for us and our children.
9/25/2016 9:47 AM #
Only infill
9/18/2016 8:21 PM #
No
9/18/2016 5:51 PM #
Definitely NOT. This usually means doorsteps on the road, this is so dangerous. The landscape along the roads is changing
too much and the countryside is losing its name. It will soon no longer be countryside.
9/18/2016 2:56 PM #
Infill only - no additional linear development.
9/10/2016 12:40 PM #
Not sure what this means
9/8/2016 9:26 AM #
May be depending on merits, benefits, design and system based criteria

Providing it is within a Village Boundary.
9/6/2016 10:39 PM #
Probably not, likely to be large scale. Small developments might be different.
9/6/2016 9:38 PM #
AS INFILL
9/6/2016 8:21 PM #
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Just to not have modern buildings that look well out of place near the old timber framed houses with their lovely thatched
roofs. I know new houses can't be built with wattle and dawb, like mine, but there is a modern building across the road
with arches that looks like it would be more at home in Spain than here. How on earth it got passed for building I shall
never know.
9/29/2016 11:52 PM #
Development should be in keeping with surrounding property and village. All development should be evaluated in its own
right. Some modern build could be more suited than traditional build of inappropriate design/size/materials for location
and visa versa.
9/29/2016 9:58 PM #
On merit; good design, good materials, designs presented in graphics not architects plans. Taking into account setting in
landscape with garden and lanscape design inc. planting which should be a planning condition
9/8/2016 9:26 AM #

Ideally traditional suffolk colours and compatible styles
9/28/2016 9:47 PM #
After seeing the modern style of the new homes in Debenham, we do not feel that these are in keeping with the style of
homes in Thorndon. We are supportive of eco-friendly homes that reflect the style of those homes around it. Any new development should also take into account sufficient planting to encourage wildlife and wildlife corridors as well as blending
in with the local environment.
9/25/2016 9:47 AM #
Timber frame. Mix of brick and render. Eco friendly insulation, windows etc
9/23/2016 8:39 AM #
red brick, rendered (to match existing properties in close proximity)
9/22/2016 2:50 PM #
brick timber not render
9/21/2016 11:53 AM #
Wood. Red brick. Similar to near by properties
9/18/2016 8:21 PM #
Render, not a mixture of multicoloured roofing, nor roof lines which stand out above existing.
9/18/2016 5:51 PM #
If a listed property cannot be changed due to its age and style, then the surrounding area should stay in keeping otherwise
it is a total contradiction and entirely unfair not to be able to update your own property yet you are subjected to views beyond your control and not in keeping with your own property.
9/18/2016 2:56 PM #
cottage style slate/thatch roof red brick small/medium garden
9/12/2016 2:30 PM #
Retaining adjacent building materials of existing neighbours to blend in.
9/12/2016 1:26 PM #
Every house should be appropriate to its plot and immediate surroundings.
9/10/2016 12:40 PM #
To keep to existing styles
9/10/2016 10:59 AM #
Rendered with colour wash Cottage style with character features Semi detached Terraced
9/9/2016 5:11 PM #
Red brick
9/8/2016 9:59 PM #
Any new style should be sympathetic to a rural community - ie do not stand out through bright colours etc
9/8/2016 9:26 AM #

Slate roof, render.
9/7/2016 4:38 PM #
More variety of housing would make the village progressive and interesting
9/7/2016 9:35 AM #
The existing Structures will reflect the type of buildings that would sympathetically sit in the location being developed.
9/6/2016 10:39 PM #
Traditional colour-washed finish and brickwork to match existing housing in the immediate vicinity. Due attention to sustainable and economical houses.
9/6/2016 8:05 PM #
I would like to see more environmentally friendly buildings which reflect modern ideas without standing out like a sore
thumb. I believe there are better building materials than brick and like the idea of modular houses, or kits.
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Answer excludes watercourses. - inadequate infrastructure for continuing growth of village
9/29/2016 10:23 PM #
Highways maintenance should improve ie. surface water drainage, pot holes,overhanging hedges etc etc.
9/29/2016 10:31 AM #
Some ditches need clearing still
9/28/2016 9:52 PM #
It is disappointing and sad to see so much dumping of rubbish presumably from vehicle windows and or fly tipping in the
area.
9/28/2016 8:59 PM #
All of the community has access to our local countryside footpaths, which are regularly well used. Our village is clean and
tidy with residents respecting their neighbours.
9/25/2016 10:10 AM #
existing ditches and water coures need to be kept clear
9/21/2016 11:56 AM #
Ditches need clearing. Gullies dug out
9/18/2016 8:29 PM #
Some not ditches not clear Water company workers have said that with the present rate of development the pipework is old
and inadequate
9/9/2016 5:16 PM #
Drainage needs improvement
9/8/2016 9:33 AM #
effort is being made to keep ditches and watercourses clear but we have had some avoidable flooding

Thorndon Well placed for highly rated secondary education. Primary space is in the village is limited and
9/29/2016 10:23 PM #
Thorndon missed its chance to, a) solve the parking problem in The Street, b) solve the "space to extend" problem, c)have
space to carry out more sport and exercise programs including swimming.to name a few, by not moving to Kerrison.
9/29/2016 10:31 AM #
We feel there is little scope for village expansion at present, if new families were to move to the village the school would need
expansion
9/28/2016 9:52 PM #

Thorndon primary is a fabulous, victorian village school and well supported by the community. The issues with the school
and indeed the village in general is speeding, putting our children at risk.
9/25/2016 10:10 AM #
seems to be OK for size of village
9/22/2016 2:51 PM #
Have a wonderful primary school already full. Hartismere now with sixth form
9/18/2016 8:29 PM #
The school is too small since they closed stoke ash and increased the size of the catchment area.
9/8/2016 10:01 PM #
Dont know about quality but believe the capacity is insufficient and a developer should be require to make contribution to
increase capacity and amenity
9/8/2016 9:33 AM #
Good to have local school for small village
9/8/2016 9:29 AM #
The local schools are up to Pupil capacity Now.
9/6/2016 10:48 PM #
we do need a bigger primary school if we are to accomadate more famillies in the village.

Good at present but there is a risk of bus timetables being reduced we feel
9/28/2016 9:52 PM #
Good regular bus service. Maybe a requirement for a footpath from the school in front of the church to the church parking.
9/25/2016 10:10 AM #
Footpaths need to be kept clear.
9/18/2016 8:29 PM #
need more footpaths need street lighting
9/12/2016 2:33 PM #
What about; TELECOMMUNICATIONS? I HAVE NO MOBILE SIGNAL, INTERMITTANT BROADBAND AT LOW
SPEED, FREQUENT LINE FAULTS. WHATEVER HAPPENS; THE VILLAGE NEED TO ADDRESS THIS WITH BT
AND OPENREACH. NOW AND FOR THE FUTURE FOR RESIDENTS, SCHOOL AND BUSINESS:-(
9/8/2016 9:33 AM #
Some of footpaths need attention
9/6/2016 7:58 PM #

There are pot holes everywhere. The road turning right just as you reach Eye from Thorndon is so bad I can't avoid the pot
holes. Cars are always parked on one side of the road so I can only drive over the holes. It will damage my car or tyres in
the end. Why don't they do something about these dreadful potholes?
9/30/2016 12:04 AM #
Unfortunately Thorndon is used as a cut through from A140 and Eye. 30 mile speed limit needs extending to slow traffic
well before the dangerous Kerrison bends and before the exits from the sett aside in Clint Road.
9/29/2016 10:23 PM #

Traffic although good at present could pose a problem with significant development
9/28/2016 9:52 PM #
The council seems to be failing in its duty to repair pot holes and erosion damage to village roads and lanes
9/28/2016 8:59 PM #
People often speed through the village and when there has been an accident on the A140 near to Thorndon the volume of
traffic through it increases, often with agitated drivers acting irresponsibly by speeding and driving recklessly.
9/25/2016 10:10 AM #
Traffic calming methods need consideration
9/23/2016 8:41 AM #
some roads lacking repair - particularly High Street
9/22/2016 2:51 PM #
Roads with many pot holes & edges of lanes broken away. Traffic driving too fast.
9/18/2016 8:29 PM #
Vehicles travel too fast
9/18/2016 4:40 PM #
Through traffic guilty of excess speed
9/12/2016 1:28 PM #
Maintaining the maximum weight limit through the village is vital.
9/10/2016 12:43 PM #
Roads poor in some cases potholes etc, speeding traffic
9/9/2016 5:16 PM #
speeding through the village is very bad
9/8/2016 8:46 AM #
Road from A140 into village needs to be widened
9/7/2016 9:35 AM #
Very poor Quality of Village feeder roads to the A140, then very poor access onto A140.
9/6/2016 10:48 PM #
EXTREAM LEVELS OF TRAFFIC AT SCHOOL LEADING TO SINGLE LANE IN HIGH STEET DURING TERM
TIME
9/6/2016 8:23 PM #
Chaotic and unsafe parking near the school.
9/6/2016 8:08 PM #
We have too many vehicles speeding through our village
9/6/2016 7:58 PM #

Mendlesham health centre has to be the best surgery in the whole of England. I hear so many people going on about not
being able to make an appointment until the morning at 8.00 and then can't get through as it is always engaged. Our wonderful doctors will see you even if you don't have an appointment. You never have to wait long and they are so kind and
helpful.
9/30/2016 12:04 AM #
We use Debenham for medical services and Stowmarket for dental.

none in village but facilities in Eye are sufficient
9/22/2016 2:51 PM #
Medical Care very good . Dental care average to poor
9/19/2016 12:31 PM #
Mendlesham Heath Centre is excellent. Eye dentist good & now the new Hartismere care centre
9/18/2016 8:29 PM #
Although services are overstretched due to underfunding
9/8/2016 10:01 PM #
None available in Thorndon itself
9/7/2016 9:37 AM #
good choice within a 7 mile radius

I have been bullied at work badly. The company is local and the work is good, but the manager doesn't know enough and
doesn't like me understanding much more than she does. They have pushed me to my limit until I couldn't do a full week's
work anymore and had to cut my hours due to the stress they put me under.
9/30/2016 12:04 AM #
Local business and ability to work from home severely impacted by poor and patchy broadband and mobile phone services.
9/29/2016 10:23 PM #
Good variety of local businesses but severely hampered by exceedingly poor internet speeds
9/28/2016 8:59 PM #
Broadband O.K.
9/18/2016 8:29 PM #
Desperately need fast Broadband (should be key focus for Parish Council)
9/8/2016 9:29 AM #
business needs a better internet speed before setting up in the village
9/8/2016 8:46 AM #
Could do with Faster Broadband
9/6/2016 8:50 PM #
Need high speed internet

We have some excellent pubs - Thorndon Black Horse's roast dinners are brilliant, and Stoke White Horse does an excellent White chocolate and Raspberry Sundae - you must try them.
9/30/2016 12:04 AM #
Lack of post office
9/28/2016 8:35 PM #

We have the village shop, Eye shops and services and Diss, Ipswich and Norwich further afield. With adequate roads and
cycle routes and public transport there is no need to bring anything more into the village.
9/25/2016 10:10 AM #
adequate for the size of the village
9/22/2016 2:51 PM #
Really good community shop. Village hall caters for all events. T Plus very popular
9/18/2016 8:29 PM #
need more if village grows larger
9/12/2016 2:33 PM #
Good provision in Eye
9/8/2016 9:29 AM #

The Thorndon community is well supported in this area, locally run.
9/25/2016 10:10 AM #
Many activities in the villag,e something for everyone
9/18/2016 8:29 PM #
Eg T-Plus
9/8/2016 9:29 AM #
More people should become involved
9/7/2016 7:45 AM #
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This is a small village - behavioural patterns should be encouraged to change (walking, cycling) rather than jumping in the
car. Comments are particularly pertinent to village residents that use the car for school runs or worse still leave car parked
outside school all day when church car park available. Creates danger for other road users, horse riders, cyclists etc.
9/29/2016 10:32 PM #
The school needs a carpark, and the village hall needs a larger carpark.
9/29/2016 10:33 AM #
MOVE THE SCHOOL
9/29/2016 10:33 AM #
Parking near the school is the issue as it causes a lot of congestion, some of these cars need to redirected off the Street
9/28/2016 9:52 PM #
Near the primary school
9/28/2016 8:36 PM #
Could the church parking area be extended to the land on the other side of the gate in front of the other part of the church
yard and parking banned between the school and church, on the road. I see every week that this is a bottleneck area and
quite dangerous for those wanting to cross between the church and High Street, especially for children. Road calming
measures need to be put in place urgently before there is an accident here. I know that the Headmistress is going to readvertise that Darren has allowed the use of his car park for the school run parking.
9/25/2016 10:15 AM #
Would it be possible to share the church car park obviously taking into consideration church activities and sharing upkeep
of the car park with the church.
9/23/2016 8:43 AM #
most of the houses seem to have garaging. The parking problem in The Street appears to be school related and is only for
short periods of time.
9/22/2016 2:51 PM #
For primarly school staff and services and also where any facility requires daytime parking to support their operation
9/19/2016 12:34 PM #
Apparently drivers have permission to park in church car park except Tuesday morning, but they don't use it, obviously too
far to walk! it is causing a tremendous hazard, as the parking 'line' is getting longer, deliveries to the houses by the school
have great difficulty.
9/19/2016 10:54 AM #
Darren at The Black Horse has offered for the school drop off to park there.
9/18/2016 8:30 PM #
Say at least 10 to alleviate the parking by/near the school.
9/18/2016 8:01 PM #
need more close to social venues eg. school, church, village hall, bowls club green
9/12/2016 2:36 PM #

Expand parking round the church.
9/12/2016 1:29 PM #
Near church
9/10/2016 11:01 AM #
School should use village hall parking. Or increase parking at fen view as its central in the village. Need about 10 spaces
9/8/2016 10:02 PM #
I have only experienced parking problem of 2 types: 1. people who park inconsiderately and thoughtlessly who need to
be 'educated' in social awareness - this wouldnt incurr change or cost to the LA. yuor first proposal is visually unacceptable, we are not in a city! also would need policing, which will never happen. This is about relationships between people
who need to communicate better and respond respectfully. 2. The bowls club; who need to take a corporate and personal
responsibility for the problems and not create obstructions and cause dangerous manouvres.
9/8/2016 10:02 AM #

School parking a key issue - extend church parking area for wider community use?
9/8/2016 9:31 AM #
that is the problem in the village where can the cars be parked
9/8/2016 8:48 AM #
No housing should be approved that does not have sufficient parking spaces/garage and relies on parking in the roads. No
idea where parking spaces could be found in the village and doubt that use as parking spaces would be a popular use of
valuable space .
9/7/2016 5:59 PM #
20, next to the Church
9/7/2016 4:40 PM #
About 15 somewhere near the school!
9/7/2016 10:49 AM #
Field near church
9/7/2016 9:38 AM #
Parking for the school Double yellow lines in sections to allow for passing
9/7/2016 9:36 AM #
Either Land near the Church. or near to the Pub.
9/6/2016 10:51 PM #
Near the school and church and village hall
9/6/2016 10:10 PM #
Main parking issue seems to focus on the school. If the school is likely to maintain/ increase its current roll number. Is relocation of the school to the Kerrison site a consideration before it is fully developed for housing. Better parking possible
new school buildings? Expect the possible debate from potential interested parties to be interesting
9/6/2016 9:43 PM #
AT CHURCH? OR FIELD NXT TO CHURCH? ANY LAND AT BACK OF SCHOOL?
9/6/2016 8:24 PM #
Enough to take all school parent and teacher cars off the road.
9/6/2016 8:10 PM #
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Age Range/Gender of persons completing survey :
1 person under 40, 1 person over 80. 22% between 40 & 59,
47% between 60 & 69, 25% between 70 & 80
57% Male, 43% Female

9
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We believe that a Plan will help ensure that any additional housing will be considered more carefully within guidelines
acceptable to the existing village community
9/28/2016 9:53 PM #
Depends on cost
9/18/2016 8:32 PM #
Subject to a reasonable budget!
9/10/2016 12:46 PM #
Because the planners would ignore our plan
9/10/2016 11:03 AM #
I would also like to explore how a plan could gain more worth in the planning process. And know whether MSDC have a
land use plan to protect the village from in appropiate development.
9/8/2016 10:06 AM #
An important issue for the controlled sustainability of the village and community
9/8/2016 9:32 AM #
Whatever the Parish Council does it will not be cast in stone and will be overridden by the powers at Westminster. It would
be a total waste of Tax payers money.
9/6/2016 10:56 PM #
Community plan potentially good, not sure vested interests on the Parish Council are the right group to produce it
9/6/2016 9:47 PM #
Local democratic control over planning
9/6/2016 7:31 PM #

Community Survey Results
Batch 2

Thorndon Parish will strive to celebrate its proud heritage whilst keeping the village a thriving rural community in a living, working countryside which is dependent on retaining our local services
and community facilities such as schools, local shops, public houses and places of worship. Affordable and accessible rural housing is essential to ensure viable use of these local facilities.
We will welcome appropriate housing development to ensure that our community continues to
thrive.

1

Although I would support the provision of limited low cost housing in appropriate locations in the village this statement
appears to invite wholesale development which I would find totally unacceptable.
9/27/2016 7:47 PM #
Government one of the manifest was to protect greenland. I absolutely agree people need housing however, there have not
been any increase in schools or doctors and people who moved in the sleepy small villages are now suffering with too
many cars, extremely busy doctors and no places for school. I suggest to find a large area to creat Milton Keys type of a
new town outside Ipswich where London commutters started buying. We do not complain 24/7 harvestin, muddy roads,
noise as we paid to live in rural community, yet we never paid for the situation where I mentioned in the above. Cars
speeding in the small lanes, killing many cats, soon it will be humans. And even if village objects, council ignore people
and go with development as they pay you. To be honest, I do not see any improvement unless you take a radical review of
how to accommodate a few athousands new properties in Suffolk. Please do not destroy us like what happened to Debenham. Create a new town off A12 where there are no villages.
9/20/2016 2:30 PM #
But should be good quality housing mainly for local first time (?) buyers and possibly for the elderly villagers.

Affordable housing........by having affordable housing in a rural community that means that those living in affordable housing need to have an income not only to afford the housing but will need to run a car and all the cost that that incurs. Affordable housing needs to be built nearer to areas where people work not in a village in the heart of Suffolk away from work
locations. There is more than enough housing in Thorndon to support the shop pub and School. Thorndon does not need
more houses.
9/13/2016 6:20 PM #
It is important to include houses suitable for those who are first-time buyers and also for those who wish to down-size for
retirement years in any development.
9/10/2016 3:15 PM #
The reason that I am "not sure" is that the question is very general. The basic principles are hard to argue with but the question for Thorndon, which has a linear layout, is where any such development might be located, without adversely affecting
residents' visual amenity. If, you have an uninterrupted rural view from your garden, you should not have to have that compromised by a housing development. For Thorndon, I think that any development has to be at the ends of the settlement.
9/8/2016 7:46 PM #
Appropriate housing development needs defining
9/7/2016 8:31 PM #
Depends greatly on the definition and interpretation of 'appropriate'.
9/7/2016 11:19 AM #
too many houses at present and infrastructure cannot cope
9/7/2016 11:05 AM #
I do not believe that the village (especially the roads) have the capacity for further growth.
9/7/2016 8:40 AM #
An important part of living in the countryside is having a garden. The current idea of cramming additional dwellings in
existing gardens, then having to fine spaces for allotments is just ignorant.
9/6/2016 9:28 PM #
Our primary school is at maximum capacity, with new rooms being built out of huts on rented land. If new estates are built
where will children go to school?
9/6/2016 7:46 PM #
"Appropriate" will mean different things to different people - I do not consider medium/large scale developments to be
appropriate. I consider 1 - 4 house developments to be acceptable provided they do not interfere with the benefits existing
houses enjoy - light, air, view etc.
9/6/2016 7:43 PM #

2

I have only answered those questions where I have some(admittedly slight) knowledge of how much there already is in
each category.
9/30/2016 7:24 PM #
Stop infilling in the village , villages are turning into suburban housing estates, increase the village boundary
9/28/2016 9:19 PM #
too many large houses being built on every available space when what is needed are smaller houses at a sensible price - eg
no more than £ 150,000 ( non-existent in Thorndon )and also more rental housing for those who cannot afford or do not
wish to buy but still need decent housing.
9/23/2016 3:14 PM #
We don't know the answer to all of these questions.
9/20/2016 5:38 PM #
Unfortunately unable to comment as to whether we have 'about right', 'need more' or 'too many' as I am unaware of the
current make up of the village and the breakdown has not been provided.
9/20/2016 3:50 PM #
Thorndon has already packed with a new housing development, but if any many people want bungalow as we are retirement village.
9/20/2016 2:32 PM #
We may not need more 3-4 bed houses ( I have no idea how many there are) but do feel numerous extra en-suites etc is
unnecessary in many smaller homes. For example: To my mind an example of appalling design is the small house erected
next to the old shop.
9/18/2016 12:32 PM #
There are a large number of houses with permission not yet built .When they are I think we will see that we already have
more than enough housing for the village.
9/16/2016 9:48 AM #

There is sufficient housing in the village as is and ,should all the properties which have already been granted permission be
built ,then there will be too many.
9/16/2016 8:43 AM #
Why does Thorndon need flats? In-filling has ruined the Village. It is now 3 or 4 roads stuffed with houses! It is not a
pleasent rural village. Any potential planning means 3 or 4 houses are crammed in with no thought to access and the impact
on the narrow roads in and out of the village. In- filling allows for greed to rule over what is needed.
9/13/2016 6:21 PM #
I am not aware of any 'flats or apartments" I do not know how much "affordable" housing is available in the village
9/10/2016 3:19 PM #
The phrase "affordable housing" is completely meaningless. Whether a dwelling is affordable depends entirely upon the
occupant's means. In Thorndon we don't need any more big houses; we need more smaller dwellings for single people,
couples and young families. Buying a house is virtually unattainable for most young people on average incomes and so we
need good quality, attractive dwellings with gardens for people to rent. In that way young people can be retained, which
will maintain the viability of local services and schools.
9/8/2016 7:55 PM #
I have no information on flats/apartments nor rental property
9/7/2016 8:34 PM #
A complete ban on second homes. All new housing to have off road parking. No garage conversions unless parking off
road can still be achieved.
9/6/2016 9:32 PM #
Thorndon Village does need any more 4-5 bedroom houses which are priced too high for families. If new housing is to be
approved, it should be small, affordable housing only. On those grounds it can be justified, simply building more big new
houses for retirees cannot be justified in my view.

3
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I would prefer to see the village grow organically rather than suddenly have a housing explosion and I don't think the infrastructure could cope.
9/30/2016 8:41 PM #
Development on anything other than a small scale would totally alter the character of the village
9/27/2016 9:22 PM #
Our infrastructure is creaking already. Sewerage is a particular issue which has to be addressed by Anglian Water before
viable development can take place at the western end of the village. Also our school is full to bursting and is already oversubscribed. Without investment in critical areas such as these how can we grow responsibly?
9/20/2016 9:50 PM #
Don't think this is appropriate in a small village with limited access.
9/20/2016 5:47 PM #
Sorry, no idea what a High Rate would be.
9/18/2016 12:50 PM #
Already large number of new property granted permission. None support local employment or business.
9/16/2016 9:53 AM #
We have seen a huge increase in the number of residential properties approved in the village and none of these have been
business related. In fact the workshops at Kerrison ,which were a business resource available to the local market ,have been
demolished.
9/16/2016 8:58 AM #
Thorndon does not need more housing full stop. It is a Village. It will become a town. I do not want to live in a town. That
is why I live here!
9/13/2016 6:21 PM #
This is a poorly thought out question: What do you mean by a "high rate"? Any development neds to fit in visually and it
needs to be supported by appropriate infrastructure. There is no point in building more houses and businesses without adequate roads, drainage and Internet access. The gas main is as near as Eye and it's about time that was extended to Thorndon
to get us out of having to rely on oil and LPG for heating and hot water. It would be foolish to contemplate further development without addressing these fundamental infrastructural issues.
9/8/2016 8:15 PM #

Existing planning approvals are already sufficient for the next decade. Any more should be limited to infill and brownfield
and the settlement boundary restored
9/8/2016 4:32 PM #
I moved to Thorndon for the rural village life and the character of the village, both these are now under threat.
9/7/2016 8:48 PM #
please keep Thorndon an unspoilt rural village.
9/7/2016 12:08 PM #
The essential character and quality of life provided in the village will be significantly affected in a negative way by further
development.
9/7/2016 8:46 AM #
No - the village does not have the infrastructure.
9/6/2016 7:54 PM #

Depending on just what a 'modest rate' is. I do not believe that a VILLAGE should have large estates of winding roads and cul-desacs.
9/18/2016 12:50 PM #
Thorndon does not need more housing full stop. It is a Village. It will become a town. I do not want to live in a town. That is why I
live here!
9/13/2016 6:21 PM #
The type of housing and associated shops, schools, doctors etc. must be carefully monitored.
9/10/2016 3:26 PM #
Providing additional services are forthcoming taking into account road usage.
9/7/2016 5:27 PM #
Access roads must be widened to accommodate the increased traffic, compulsory purchase if necessary.
9/6/2016 9:43 PM #
Possibly but only over a reasonable period of time to allow a natural absorption of the occupants
9/6/2016 7:54 PM #

The support of local services is not a good reason to carry out housing development it is to meet the need for shelter/
accommodation of the local population and a spin off may well be to aid the viability of local facilities/services in some
instances.
9/27/2016 9:22 PM #
Children growing up and ageing people need somewhere to move to, and the village needs to stay 'alive'/vibrant.
9/20/2016 5:47 PM #
There are a large number of properties already with permission granted which will overstretch local services eg schools
9/16/2016 8:58 AM #
Thorndon does not need more housing full stop. It is a Village. It will become a town. I do not want to live in a town. That
is why I live here!
9/13/2016 6:21 PM #
Further infill is inevitable but it does detract from a village environment, making it feel more suburban.
9/8/2016 8:15 PM #
I am not anti-development but villages should within reason be protected from development that alters the character and
the lifestyle of residents.
9/7/2016 8:48 PM #
The boundaries of the village and green field sites should be protected.
9/6/2016 7:54 PM #

Scale should be restricted to say no more than 8 houses on each site.
9/27/2016 9:22 PM #
Some people have moved here, often investing their lifetime's savings, to be in a village with views of the countryside.
Others have chosen to stay in a village for the same reason. I think blocks of housing, barring this is unethical.
9/20/2016 5:47 PM #
See above. Perhaps small "estates" such as the one at Batterby Green, Hempton, NR21 7LY
9/18/2016 12:50 PM #
Thorndon does not need more housing full stop. It is a Village. It will become a town. I do not want to live in a town. That
is why I live here!

If these include the types of houses that the village needs, i.e. those for first-time buyers and down-sizing retired people.
9/10/2016 3:26 PM #
No. Not behind other dwellings. Any small estate style developmemts would need to be 'tacked-on, at the end of the village.
9/8/2016 8:15 PM #
'Backbuilding' is acceptable for only very small (less than 5) developments
9/7/2016 8:48 PM #
As above
9/7/2016 5:27 PM #
This is the worst possible kind of development as it profoundly affects those who bought their houses and chose to live
here on the basis that they would not be surrounded by development. Noise and nuisance will undoubtedly be increased
and the value of neighbouring properties significantly reduced.
9/7/2016 8:46 AM #
Provided they do not adversely affect the quality of life of the existing properties.
9/6/2016 7:54 PM #
This could be considered in an area such as Kerrison which would effectively be infill. A new estate on any field(s) not
previously used for housing would be strongly opposed by many current residents as this would alter the character of the
village.
9/6/2016 7:54 PM #

Definitely not!
9/30/2016 8:41 PM #
Firmly against.
9/27/2016 9:22 PM #
There isn't the infrastructure here, and there isn't the capacity, eg road sizes, to build that infrastructure, eg GP surgeries,
additional shops, larger schools.
9/20/2016 5:47 PM #
ABsolutely not. One needs to retain villages with community life where there is access to nearby village/towns such as
Eye. Which therefore have a reasonably large hinterland with the ability to support medical, shopping etc needs. This way
a choice of life styles is available. One size does not fit all, we need choice.
9/18/2016 12:50 PM #
Thorndon does not need more housing full stop. It is a Village. It will become a town. I do not want to live in a town. That
is why I live here!
9/13/2016 6:21 PM #
Definitely not! This is a village and any development needs to be sensitive to that fact and appropriate.
9/8/2016 8:15 PM #
Not in a village location, brown field sites should be the first option and green field developments should be planned so as
to have minimal effect upon nearby communities perhaps being new settlements with their own name and identity and perhaps autonomous to a large degree..
9/7/2016 8:48 PM #
No because of lack of infrastructure and the effect it will have on "village life".

That would be ribbon development, which I would find perfectly acceptable
9/30/2016 8:41 PM #
This would spoil the appearance of the village in most circumstances.
9/27/2016 9:22 PM #
if these are affordable for local people
9/23/2016 3:17 PM #
Possibly, as long as small scale, and not detrimental to existing properties' amenities, including views and light.
9/20/2016 5:47 PM #
If any more development, I will move. I did not pay for what I am suffering for the past few years. I miss a sleepy little
village of Thorndon where everybody knows everybody. No car drivers harrasement often I come across in the Street.
9/20/2016 2:36 PM #
Do not believe that in Thorndon there is much more 'road frontage' available.
9/18/2016 12:50 PM #
Thorndon does not need more housing full stop. It is a Village. It will become a town. I do not want to live in a town. That
is why I live here!
9/13/2016 6:21 PM #
See above
9/10/2016 3:26 PM #
Yes, subject to the points I have already made.
9/8/2016 8:15 PM #
see above
9/8/2016 4:32 PM #
To maintain village character
9/7/2016 8:48 PM #
If you mean in-filling with affordable houses.
9/7/2016 12:08 PM #
But this is not as bad as the two options above
9/7/2016 8:46 AM #
Depends on size of the development.
9/6/2016 7:54 PM #
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Red brick and slate roof both OK, also tiled roof
9/30/2016 7:28 PM #
red brick pan tiles cottage style
9/29/2016 10:52 PM #
The extensive use of brick,tile and timber with differing roof heights and lines would be preferential.
9/27/2016 9:22 PM #
wood or render timber frame not too much glass
9/23/2016 3:17 PM #
New build houses should be in a traditional style in keeping with the existing vernacular here. Good examples are the new
builds along Thwaite Road. Bad examples are the abortions originally proposed for the corner of Standwell Green and
Stoke Road. You can provide traditional looking homes which are still modern in terms of green technology such as solar
energy, recycling of waste water etc. and I believe the village would support this type of development.
9/20/2016 9:50 PM #
- Depending on location, eg if next to newer properties anyway. Tiled roofing.
9/20/2016 5:47 PM #
there are not many land left

Suffolk style, tiled roofs and render
9/19/2016 5:48 PM #
The 'particular architecture or style' should be a blend of old and new. When the new 'mixed' estates were first built they
looked good, but now they are the same everywhere because at the end of the day the companies want the easiest and
cheapest ready made plans. A 'real' village is composed of all manner of styles, ages, sizes - that is what gives it its character and visual attraction.
9/18/2016 12:50 PM #
Render, Brick, not timber cladding No solar panels on front facing roofs
9/18/2016 12:21 PM #
Individual style houses e.g. hobbit homes, converted container homes etc, also allow such things as converted buses, as
long as done in a good way not looking a mess. Interesting and affordable types of housing, not the usual 'look like every
other house, box style with no imagination.
9/18/2016 11:51 AM #
The character of the village is already being overwhelmed by standard over height properties being squeezed onto plots.
9/16/2016 9:53 AM #
The rural look of the village with occasional thatched and older properties ,cottage gardens,hedges etc is already being
swamped by the generic new build with off plan "executive" style large ,tall houses which dwarf even their own plot. The
current proliferation of building means that a blend between old and new is already weighted towards new.
9/16/2016 8:58 AM #
I cant answer this question as I think Thorndon doesn't need more housing! It is full as it is. This question makes an assumption that I agree with more housing. I do not want more housing in Thorndon.
9/13/2016 6:21 PM #
Traditional
9/10/2016 3:26 PM #
Again, this question is too general. Whatever is built needs to fit in and there are several types of housing in Thorndon.
New houses should incorporate state-of-the-art energy efficiency but they do not need to look incongruous.
9/8/2016 8:15 PM #
Red brick, red roof tiles, rendering and weather boarded walls are preferred
9/7/2016 8:48 PM #
To blend where possible taking into account affordable budget costs for starter homes
9/7/2016 5:27 PM #
Render whenever possible.
9/7/2016 12:08 PM #
All the above.
9/7/2016 8:46 AM #
Red brick, thatch (cosmetic covering), older styles but modern materials and techniques.
9/6/2016 9:43 PM #
I do not want to answer any of the above questions as I do not support the idea of a. new housing estate at all.
9/6/2016 7:54 PM #

6

Flooding in places even after work has been done in those areas. Really deep ditches and ponds close to edge of road could
be made safer with some kind of barrier
9/20/2016 11:26 PM #
Hedges and ditches are grossly neglected by farmers and residents alike,0 causing problems on the roads. Sewerage overflow is a problem in the Clint Road area as the pumps at the sewerage works simply can't cope after heavy rainfall. Thorndon is however otherwise a tidy village.
9/20/2016 10:02 PM #
Clean and beautiful, but ditches not cleared as they need to be and insufficient storm drains on roads.
9/20/2016 5:56 PM #
Polution by insecticide
9/20/2016 2:46 PM #
Loss of ditches snd land to infill with non permeable drives adds to potential environmental isues of local flooding and
sewerage issues.
9/16/2016 10:00 AM #
The removal of ditches and the increasing use of hard landscaping ie building on green land only increases the risk of localised flooding
9/16/2016 9:12 AM #
Ditches are filled in, roads flood after any amount of rain. Roads are terrible and verges are continually driven over and
never repaired.
9/13/2016 6:23 PM #
Please get householders to ensure they put a drainage pipe in when they fill in a ditch thus avoiding any further problems
with flooding especially when it is a ditch on their boundary.
9/7/2016 12:14 PM #
Roads are poor with inappropriate speed through the village presenting a significant risk.
9/7/2016 8:48 AM #
Hedges do not get cut often enough. Gullyways do not get cut until after the flooding of roads. Lack of maintenance.
9/6/2016 9:59 PM #
Unfortunately there are some who dispose of litter inappropriately but generally very good.

The education is good but the Primary school is far too small for any more children.
9/30/2016 8:44 PM #
No experience upon which to form any judgment.
9/30/2016 7:32 PM #
Need more schools
9/27/2016 1:01 PM #
The school has inadequate resources for the number of children attending. With insufficient external space and no way of
extending the building, and the lack of a hall or kitchen, the facilities are already stretched to breaking for the children
there. More housing will bring more children. Isn't it time to approach the Council to make use of the redundant Stoke Ash
school building to relieve the pressure?
9/20/2016 10:02 PM #
Excellent local primary school, but needs more space!
9/20/2016 5:56 PM #
Would have to answer 'do not know' if it was an option as I have no experience of the educational facilities on offer other
than they would appear to be very crowded evidenced by the number of cars parked in The Street during school times.
9/20/2016 3:59 PM #
I heard people in Thorndon and nearby complained there were no place available.
9/20/2016 2:46 PM #
The Village School is absolutely full to capacity. There is no space for a school hall so All Saints Church is used. There is
no room for expansion at the school.
9/18/2016 12:32 PM #
The village school is extremely over subscribed and don't think it can accommodate any more children without the level of
education suffering. Having said this there are other very good schools in the area.
9/18/2016 11:26 AM #
School at capacity even before the large number of granted but not built houses are taken into account.
9/16/2016 10:00 AM #
The school is at capacity and this is before all the additional as yet unbuilt properties are occupied.
9/16/2016 9:12 AM #
The school is successful and therefore at maximum capacity
9/10/2016 3:35 PM #
Thorndon School is over subscribed. Is a new school building envisaged?
9/7/2016 5:31 PM #
school overcrowded
9/7/2016 11:08 AM #
However the current primary school has a limited site and therefore a limited number of places. New housing development
needs to take this into account.
9/6/2016 10:52 PM #
School has no room for expansion, local authority missed golden opportunity to purchase adjacent to school when garage
was demolished. This could have been used to expand the building, car parking currently hot topic of staff parking on the
road. Lack of on site facilities mean transporting children to other venues, all at additional cost.
9/6/2016 9:59 PM #
Our primary school is excellent because of its size. While some development for young families is a good thing it could
also lead to the school becoming a victim of its own success if it became very much bigger. I believe the school is currently
operating at maximum capacity before it starts to lose the nurturing environment that makes it so good.
9/6/2016 8:00 PM #

I'm happy not having footpaths, that's part of living in the country
9/30/2016 8:44 PM #
Don't know
9/27/2016 1:01 PM #
Haven't used buses to report on these. More footpaths would make village safer, but is there room?
9/20/2016 5:56 PM #
Empty loss making bus services only available.
9/20/2016 2:46 PM #
If older people are to be encouraged to remain in the village - and they are a useful addition to communities - then a better
public system needs to be implemented. Perhaps even simply a more frequent 'mini' bus service into Eye where there are
medical facilities, adequate shops, bank etc and a growing number of places to meet and socialise.
9/18/2016 12:59 PM #
Buses are ok but we all have cars. A Village doesnt need foot paths (by which I assume you mean pavements?) a Town
does!
9/13/2016 6:23 PM #
I am not a bus-user so I cannot answer this question
9/10/2016 3:35 PM #
i dont personally use them as i can afford tonrun a car, but having looked into the transportation links locally they would
severlly restrict my job prospects if i had to rely in them!
9/7/2016 10:57 AM #
Unsafe roads. Further development will exacerbate this problem.
9/7/2016 8:48 AM #
Footpaths are not maintained. The bus service is ok when it runs to time.

Too much speeding in village
9/30/2016 9:15 PM #
The road from the A140 is in many places very narrow, necessitating passing places. Coming from Wetheringsett the lanes
are single carriageway most of the way.
9/30/2016 8:44 PM #
too many parked cars on road making the roads dangerous
9/29/2016 10:58 PM #
Deep potholes left for a long time. Bigger and bigger lorries using unsuitable back roads.
9/20/2016 11:26 PM #
Recent traffic calming measures are welcome however they have little effect in real terms. Pinch points or similar would
achieve better results, especially for those who live on the edges of the village and therefore deal with speeding the most.
Also PLEASE would someone tell the farmers that speed limits apply to tractors as well as cars? The speed they come
through the village is appalling, often driven by very young people who most certainly would be unable to drive any other
vehicle of that size. The weight and size of these monsters at speed could cause a catastrophic accident, please act before
something terrible happens.
9/20/2016 10:02 PM #

Traffic still regularly speeds along Stoke Road, prob reaching 40/45 mph.
9/20/2016 5:56 PM #
Drivers from The Wash thru Street often speeding and smily face (it was there for a few days) did not help. I have come
across a few incidents with drivers who harassed me in front of school. I suggest to have 20 miles limit instead.
9/20/2016 2:46 PM #
Traffic flow and speed need moderating. Off street parking is very limited. School needs more parking facilities
9/19/2016 5:51 PM #
What is the problem with reducing the speed limit to 20mph. How many minutes would this actually add to a journey
through the village?! Also, people may still "speed" but not perhaps at over 30?
9/18/2016 12:59 PM #
'The Street' running through the Village has become increasingly busy over the past 5 years.
9/18/2016 12:32 PM #
Relentless building is causing loss of verges along with increased traffic making the roads more dangerous for both pedestrian and cars.
9/16/2016 10:00 AM #
Over the last decade the volume of traffic through the village has increased significantly. I would not now consider it safe
to allow Primary age children to walk to school through the village. The lack of footpath was never a problem because
there were decent wide verges . A lot of these have been lost to property infill , hard landscaping and ditch infill.
9/16/2016 9:12 AM #
Traffic is increased when more houses are built. Not many households are with out a car, usaally 2.
9/13/2016 6:23 PM #
Some through traffic travels at high-speed Some of the roads are badly pot-holed.
9/10/2016 3:35 PM #
We must retain the 7.5 tonne weight restriction. This was hard won and hugely mitigates the adverse effects of traffic.
9/8/2016 8:23 PM #
Too much congestion outside the local school. An accident waiting to happen.
9/7/2016 5:31 PM #
the 'slow-down' sign is a very welcome addition to the Village.
9/7/2016 12:14 PM #
The use of the riad locally had increased dramatically over the last 9 years we have lived in Thorndon. it used to be restricted to the traffic from HLS site at peak times, but now the speeding works vans starts before 6am.
9/7/2016 10:57 AM #
Dangerous.
9/7/2016 8:48 AM #
Speeding in the village and parking on the road near the school. Both which effect the safety of residents and children attending the local school.
9/6/2016 10:04 PM #
Majority of the access roads are single track with passing places. Not really adequate with the current volume of traffic.
Roads poorly maintained.
9/6/2016 9:59 PM #
Vehicles speeding and Inconsiderate parking
9/6/2016 9:00 PM #
An increase in houses would mean an increase in traffic. Small infill affordable housing for young families within the village, in walking distance of the school would be beneficial. A larger estate on a site extending the village boundaries would
lead to more cars on the road which brings its own tensions and dangers.
9/6/2016 8:00 PM #
Cars parked on roads are not always helpful with the large vehicles passing through.
9/6/2016 7:58 PM #

Whilst there are none of these in Thorndon, Eye, Debenham and Mendlesham can supply most if not all of these services
9/30/2016 8:44 PM #
Medical and dental as near as can reasonably be expected
9/30/2016 7:32 PM #
Outside village
9/27/2016 1:01 PM #
As with everywhere, doctors too pushed for time and should be able to offer alternative treatments other than handing out
painkillers and antibiotics!
9/20/2016 11:26 PM #
Nearest optician is I believe in Diss, quite a trek for anyone with a disability or aging. Sad that one of the nearest GP surgeries doesn't make direct referrals for scans (necesitating physio referrals and exercise classes prior to any scans, which
means delays).
9/20/2016 5:56 PM #
Have answered 'good' on the assumption that the services referred to are within easy reach of residents of Thorndon.
9/20/2016 3:59 PM #
Since I moved to Mendlesham, I changed my opinion about GP. They are excellent. they even did a small operation on my
skin there. And they accept emergency bookings on the same day. (to be honest just wonder how long).
9/20/2016 2:46 PM #
Obviously non-existent, but see above.
9/18/2016 12:59 PM #
What is this question for? Which of those services are in the Village? None!
9/13/2016 6:23 PM #
Local doctors surgeries are very good but over-crowded - it takes several days to get appointments Both our nearest hospitals are some distance away National health dentists are few and far between
9/10/2016 3:35 PM #
These are all available locally. They would not be viable in the village itself.
9/8/2016 8:23 PM #
Ther are non in Thorndon
9/6/2016 10:52 PM #
Medical services seem at it present stretched... and only accessible with transport.
9/6/2016 9:59 PM #
None available in village
9/6/2016 9:00 PM #
They don't exist locally!
9/6/2016 8:00 PM #

Need high speed broadband for business
9/30/2016 9:15 PM #
The improvement of broadband would help more people to work satisfactorily from home. There is obvious farming and
holiday lets are available in the village and have proved popular.
9/30/2016 8:44 PM #
Can't say
9/30/2016 7:32 PM #
Need fast broadband! More funding and support for small businesses trying to set up.
9/20/2016 11:26 PM #
Improve the Broadband - please?
9/20/2016 10:02 PM #
I am working from home but the Internet speed is incredible slow. I have a big problem. I heard some villages did their
own fast internet instead of waiting. If so, I dont mind to contribute money for fast one. When Waitrosess business park on
A14 have 4G, why not us.
9/20/2016 2:46 PM #
Very poor internet speeds for home working
9/19/2016 5:51 PM #
A guess. Better broadband speeds would no doubt help and also encourage movement into the village for businesses and
new people
9/18/2016 12:59 PM #
This is silly. Its Suffolk. It is farmland! How does having more housing help a farmer drive a combine harvester?
9/13/2016 6:23 PM #
Due to the lack of consistent Internet service
9/7/2016 10:52 PM #
Broadband signal very poor and erratic as is the phone signal. Impossible to work at home consistently.
9/7/2016 5:31 PM #
I have not been able to work from home since May given the poor Bt Openwork network. no investment at all and there are
a number of villagers who try a run businesses from home which requires internet!!
9/7/2016 10:57 AM #
Internet speed is a barrier to business.
9/6/2016 10:52 PM #
Poor internet rules out home working for most.
9/6/2016 9:59 PM #
Slow Broadband
9/6/2016 9:00 PM #
Poor internet connection is a constant challenge to working from home
9/6/2016 8:00 PM #

Better facilities than many villages, with the pub, community shop and community cafe in the church, for people to meet.
9/30/2016 8:44 PM #
Broadband connectivity is in urgent need of improvement.
9/27/2016 9:11 AM #
Good but could be better. Nothing in the way of sports/leisure in the village, have to travel to surrounding areas. Small
things like an old telephone box for swapping books, better still a small library, library van is not convenient for everyone.
9/20/2016 11:26 PM #
Thorndon is lucky to have a thriving community, a shop and a great pub. I feel lucky to live here for that reason.
9/20/2016 10:02 PM #
Good local community and In Eye. Very impressed with how much local people do, and facilities virtually on our doorstep.
9/20/2016 5:56 PM #
Village shop is superb.
9/20/2016 2:46 PM #
Village hall (good); shop (good and well stocked); but sports and only one place to eat/drink is poor.
9/18/2016 12:59 PM #
It has a good pub and a locally run shop.
9/13/2016 6:23 PM #
The village has a good village hall, an excellent community shop, and several good restaurants in the area Cinemas and
sports facilities are some distance away
9/10/2016 3:35 PM #
With a growing younger population more needs to be made of the leisure facilities so they have an outlet within the village
9/7/2016 10:57 AM #
Fantastic local pub and community run shop.
9/6/2016 10:04 PM #
Community shop only survives due to volunteers.
9/6/2016 9:59 PM #
No real choice

Possibly less than in other villages, sadly some clubs are suffering from falling attendances or have closed entirely. However, there are plenty of such organisations in Eye and Debenham
9/30/2016 8:44 PM #
The loss of the Leek Club means we now have no fete (why not? It would be hugely supported) and it has always seemed
daft to me that there is no fireworks display. We have the perfect venue in the set aside on Clint Road. Where are the social
committees now that could make these things happen? It's a real shame.

I have lived in other small villages which have many more societies etc.
9/18/2016 12:59 PM #
No idea
9/13/2016 6:23 PM #
It is a very active village although some of the societies are not well supported
9/10/2016 3:35 PM #
There is a lot going on in Thorndon and the 'Village Life' magazine is a great asset.
9/8/2016 8:23 PM #
Nowhere for teenagers to meet. What happened to the plans to move Eye library to a social centre?
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The existing parking facilities are not being used, drivers are parking on the road instead. There is therefore no point in
providing more parking spaces
9/30/2016 9:18 PM #
by the number of cars using the street as a car park during school terms at least twenty spaces and when the church is used
during the day another ten. The people who have entrances to their property near the school must find it difficult to exit and
it must be awkward for delivery drivers to those homes
9/29/2016 11:15 PM #
Double yellow would make it worse
9/27/2016 1:01 PM #
church car park could be used during the week to alleviate congestion around school
9/23/2016 3:24 PM #
I cannot see how you could make restrictions work or where you could put community parking spaces. If there is a resolution to the parking problems at the school let's find it though.
9/20/2016 10:02 PM #
Waiting restrictions would seem fair. Don't know to 2nd question - where would this be?
9/20/2016 5:58 PM #
Schoold has 15 spaces of car park yet only 4 cars using it, with or without double yellow,they should consider danger those
all day car parking causing. I suggest to ban all day parking near school and Kerrisson where the most dangerous bends
exist. About car park space, ie. Village Hall, first of all it is illegal to drink and drive, so Village Hall should recommend
for people to come together (for less cars) and non drinking drivers. If there are fire, fire engine need to knock down the
parked car in the High Street.

Extra space is needed to support the school.
9/19/2016 5:53 PM #
Minimum 20 spaces adjacent church
9/18/2016 2:08 PM #
Have never found driving through the village too much of a problem. Keeps speeds down! School run time is bad throughout the country - that is life! Village too linear to easily/sensibly provide parking areas.
9/18/2016 1:02 PM #
Field next to the church. Put double yellow lines by the school or make staff park in church car park to avoid vehicles being left all day in The Street. At collection times for parents its unavoidable for short time congestion but when parked for
8 hrs its a little different.
9/18/2016 11:37 AM #
Rural villages should not need parking restrictions or car parks.
9/16/2016 10:01 AM #
Parking is only an issue because of the School. School staff park on The Street all day and it is worse at drop off and pick
up times. Out of term time and out of school hours parking is not a problem To be honest at least having parked cars causes
drivers to go slower! If you put parking restrictions on The Street the cars will be parked in even less suitable roads. High
Street, Clint Lane etc.....
9/13/2016 6:24 PM #
Parking for the school is a problem, a car park for that would help, perhaps on land behind the school
9/10/2016 3:38 PM #
Any new dwellings must have off road parking.
9/8/2016 8:24 PM #
Utilise the space outside the church more efficiently.
9/7/2016 10:53 PM #
The church car park is under used and subject to ecclesiastic consent should be more available for local use.
9/7/2016 8:56 PM #
It would depend on whether the school remains. The problem is parking for teachers. Part of the school playing field?
9/7/2016 5:35 PM #
The School should be fully involved and seen to be active in solving this problem. Parking has been offered in the Black
Horse car park but the offer has not been taken up.
9/7/2016 12:20 PM #
at least 10
9/7/2016 11:09 AM #
The peak times at the church for services and at school times is a problem. parking at the pub for the school has not
worked. maybe some of the land in front of the church/verge could be used for staggered parking (drive in, reverse out
French style), or even relocating the school to the kerrison site???
9/7/2016 11:00 AM #
There need to be parking provision for the school and the bowls club.
9/6/2016 10:53 PM #
More space could be made available around the church car park
9/6/2016 10:48 PM #
Spoiling the countryside with city paint! Housing should be advertised with or without parking. If you need parking, get a
place with parking. Charge double road fund licence if vehicles are parked on the highway. Parking should be considered
at the planning stage. Infill compounds the issue, usually removes potential parking spaces then increases the number of
cars by minimum of two per family.
9/6/2016 10:07 PM #

Parking in the carpark near the church, double yellow lines near the school. It's not far to walk from the church to the school!
9/6/2016 10:06 PM #
How would yellow line be enforced?
9/6/2016 9:01 PM #
I agree that parking on the road is an unfortunate issue and indeed dangerous at times. Having said that I would not wish to
see yellow lines, street lighting etc as it would in my opinion detract from the character of the village. More off road parking
should be encouraged.
9/6/2016 8:01 PM #
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Age Range/Gender of persons completing survey :
7.5% under 40, 25% between 40 & 49, 20% between 50 & 59
41% between 60 & 69, 5% between 70 & 80
36% Male, 64% Female
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I would suggest that independent professional advice be sought with regard to the drawing up of any plan and once prepared the plan should be put out to public consultation prior to any submission or recommendations to the District Council.
9/27/2016 9:33 PM #
I have allergy with the Development Plan. Terrified to lose Thorndon (Already losing character we used to have 15 years
ago) Thanks Tomo
9/20/2016 2:54 PM #
No personally in favour as I don't think local residents views carry weight as has been demonstrated countless times. Additionally think the Parish should ensure that money is spent on a CLP only if the vast majority of residents are fully in favour. (Please note the distinction between respondents vs residents)
9/16/2016 10:12 AM #
Think that it would be very little value in terms of influence on Planning but would cost a significant amount of Parish
Funds and resources .
9/16/2016 9:15 AM #
There is no need for a community led plan. IT IS TOO LATE! Thorndon has very little in-fill left to offer. As said already
Thorndon is a Secondary Village and in filling is all that can be allowed. Home owners will continue to sell of bits of land
for housing for their own personal gain with no regard to impact on the infrastructure of the village, for as long as they can.
There is nothing the Parish Council can do to stop it. If it could stop in-filling it shouldhave done so already.
9/13/2016 6:30 PM #
Because the adoption of a plan seems to accept that development will take place which encourages the building of new
housing. The Parish Council's stance, in my view, should be robustly to resist expansion and to concentrate its efforts on
making sure the services and facilities available meet the current size of the village.
9/7/2016 11:24 AM #
The local community need to push the issues we face.
9/7/2016 11:02 AM #
I am not clear what this means. A reminder of what a community led plan is would have been helpful at this stage of the
survey but broadly I think it so better for a community to decide what it wants rather than have it imposed upon them.

